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FEATURES
80ns Settling to 0.1"10; 200ns to 0.01"10
100MHz Gain Bandwidth Product
55MHz 3dB Bandwidth
100mA Output «(I ~ 10V

APPLICATIONS
D/A Current Converter
Video Pulse Amplifier
CRT Deflection Amplifier
Wideband Current Booster

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The HOS-OSO, HOS-OSOA, and HOS-OSOCop amps are very
high speed wideband operational amplifiers designed to comple-
ment the Analog Devices' lines of high speed data acquisition

products. They feature a lOOMHz gain bandwidth product; slew
rate of 300V/l-ls; and settling time of 80ns to ~O.l%.

The HOS-OSOA, HOS-OSO, and HOS-OSOC have typical input
offset voltages of lOmV, 2SmV, and 4SmV, respectively.

All models have a rated output of ~ lOOmA minimum, and an
exceptional noise spec of only 71-lV rms, dc to 2MHz; they are
ideally suited for a broad range of video applications.

FAST-SETTLING OP AMPS
\t one time, operational amplifiers could be specified according
, slew rates, bandwidth, and drive capability; and these param-
ers would be sufficient. Settling time was not considered until
Ie use of high speed video D/A converters became widespread.

he conversion speed of the D/A can be limited by the settling
me of the output amplifier, so it has become essential to select

dnop amp whose settling time is compatible with the D/A
converter.

The increased emphasis on settling time has, in some cases,
created a preoccupation with slew rates in the minds of some
designers. But slew rate is only one component in establishing
settling time.

The amount of overshoot, and the ringing which are present at
the end of a step function change also have an effect. These
parameters, in turn, are influepced by the bandwidth (or lack of
it) when operating the op amp with closed loop gains greater
than one.

(continued after Specifications)
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HOS-OSO/A/CPIN DESIGNATIONS
TO-S PACKAGE
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-INPUT OUTPUT
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ADJUSP GROUND

*PINS FOR CONNECTING OPTIONAL
OFFSET POTENTIOMETER. RECOMMENDED
VALUE IS 10k OHMS, WITH CENTER ARM
CONNECTED TO +15V.
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Figure 1. HOS-O50 Frequency Response
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical @ + 25°Cand :t 15Vunlessotherwisespecified)

Model

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS

Supply Voltages (Vs)
Power Dissipation
Input Voltage
Differential Input Voltage
Operating Temperature Range (case)
Junction TemperatUre
Storage TemperatUre Range
Lead Temp<:ratUre(solderiE~, 10 sec.)

HOS-OSO HOS-OSOA HOS-OSOC

:t 18V

See Figure 2
:t Vs
:t Vs
- 55°C to + 125°C
175°C
-65°C to + 150°C
300°C

..
.. - 25°C to + 85°C

.
DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS I
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Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Units

Open LoopGain R, = loon ]00 . . dB

Rated Output R, = >Ioon
Voltage + 10/-8 . . V
Current

(not short circuitprotected) R,=>]OOn :t 100 . . mA
Voltage R, = >200n :t1O . . V

Input Offset Voltage Adjustable to Zero
Initial @ + 25°C 25 35 10 15 45 65 mV

vs. TemperatUre 50 150 20 35 75 200 fJ.V;oC

vs. Power Supply Voltage 0.5 . ' mV/\'
Input BiasCurrent

Initial (u + 25°C ] 2 . . . . nA
vs.Temperature Doubles " {10°C

InpUtOffsetCurrent
Initial (u + 25OC :t 100 . . pA

Input Impedance
Differential

}Inparallelwith 5pF
1010 . . n

CommonMode 1010 . . n
InpUt Voltage Range

CommonMode :t1O :t18 . . . . V
Differential :t]8 " V
CommonModeRejection 70 . ' dB

Input Noise RFF = lOOO;RFR= IkO
de to 100kHz 5 . ' fJ.Vrms
dc to2MHz 7 . . fJ.Vrms

Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Units

SlewRate A = -I;RFF = RFA = 5000;
Load = 1000 300 . . V IJ-S

Noninverting SlewRate A = 2;Rn = RFA- 100011;
Load = 1000 320 . . V IJ-S

OverloadRecovery 50%Overdrive 400 . . ns
UnityGainBandwidthProduct RFI' = RFA= 5000 100 . . MHz
SmallSignalBandwidth, - 3dB A = - I; RloF= RFA= 5000 45 . . MHz

A= -I;RFF=RFA= 10000 35 . . MHz
A = -2;Rlo" = 5000;

RFR= 10000 35 . . MHz
A = -4;Rn = 2500; .

RFR= 10000 30 . . MHz
Output Impedance <I " 0
Noninverting Bandwidth, - 3dB A = 2;RFF = RFA= 10000;

1000 load; IOpFcapacitance
5.voltpopoutput 25 . . .\\Hz
4-volt pop outpUt 30 . . MHz
2-voltp-poutpU! 55 . . MHz

A = 3;RFF = 5000;
RFR= 10000; 1000, 10000,
or 20000 load; 10pF
capacitance

10-voltp-poutpUt 17 . . MHz
5-volt POpoutput 25 . . MHz
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NOTES

'SpeClfi<a!lon same as HOS-O50
'Spc<lfi<a!lon for Inverting Mode unlcsso{herwlSe nolcd,
'See Seerion 16for pa<kage ou!line information,

Individual so<oke!assemhlies (one pcr pm) arc availahle from AMPas pari numher 6-3.\OKOK-O,
Spc<ifi<:a!lonssuhied to <hange without notl<C,

PIN DESIGNAnONS

'PINS FOR CONNECTING OPTIONAL
OFFSET POTENTIOMETER, RECOMMENDED
VALUE IS IOk OHMS. WITH CENTER ARM
CONNECTED TO +15V,
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a'-' . .u.. ...u...". -...- - --- __m...__- ---- --- ---- -.--- -- ---

Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Units

Soninverung Bandwidth. - 3dB A5;R1",5OO!!;
:continued, R"H = 2000!!; loolL !ooOIL

or 2000!!loadllOpF
capacitance

5-voll popoutput 15 * * MHz

-voll popoutput 30 * * MHz

2-voll popoutput O * ' MHz

I-coil POpoutput 40 ' * ,\1Hz

Full Power Bandwulth Output = ': 5Y; A - - I;
(- 3dBI R, = 100!! 20 * ' MHz

SettlingTIme toO,l°o A--I.R"I,-R'H-SOO!!
Inverting V',,{,- ,:SY 100 ' . ns

,SeeFigure51 Y,,{,, -,:2,SV' 80 . * ns
Somnverting A -2; R"I' - R"H - SOO!!

Max Load capacitance - 7SpF
Y<HI = :=SV 2oo * * ns

V"n = ': 2,SV 135 * * ns

Harmonic DistortIOn A = - I; Load - lOoo!!
(SeeFigure 91 Signal = MHz; 2Y output -63 * ' dB

Noninverting Harmomc A= 2;R"" = RFH = 1O00!1;
DIStortion (SeeFigure 101 Load = lOOOI!;

Signal = MHz; 2Y output - 59 * . dB
PowerSupply

Vollage Rated performance :=15 * * " de
Vollage Operating range :=]2 :=18 * * * . ,' de
Current Quiescent :=20 :=25 * * * * mA

Power Consumption Quiescent 0,6 * * W

Power Dissipation 1.25 * * W

Temperature Range
Operating (Case) (See Figure 2 for - 55 + 125 * * - 25 - 85 C

Storage Derating Information) - 65 + ]50 * * * . C
Meantime Between Failures MIL-HNBK 2]7; Ground; 6,27 Hours

(MTBF) Fixed; Case = 70"C x 10"

Package Option2
TO-8(H-12A) HOS-050 HOS-050A HOS-OSOC

PINS FUNCTION

1 +v
2 GROUND
3 OFFSETADJ'
. OFFSETADJ'
5 -INPUT
6 + INPUT
7 NC
8 GROUND
9 -v
10 -v
11 OUTPlJT
12 +v
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(continued from Features page)

The HOS-OSO Series stands up under close scrutiny of these
characteristics because of its IOOMHz gain bandwidth product.
The use of these amplifiers in a wide variety of applications has
confirmed their suitability for video circuits.

VOL T AGE AMPLIFIERS/CURRENT BOOSTERS
Video op amps such as the HOS-OSOare generally characterized
by high gain bandwidth products, fast settling times, and high
output drive.

One of the most common uses of video op amps is for D/A
converter output voltage amplification or current boosting.
Figure 3 is one example of this type of application. In this circuit,
the internal resistance of the D/A is the feed forward resistor for
the op amp.

- ISV + ISV

'UNIPOLAR" R, . - '024mA'
'BIPOlAR" R, . - 5 12mA'

--Figure 3. Inverting Unipolar or Bipolar Voltage Output

The HDS Series D/A converters are fast-settling, current output
D/As available in 8-, 10-, and 12-bit resolUtions. Both TTL and
ECL versions are avai4ible, and settling times range from IOns
for 8-bit units through 40ns for 12-bit units.

The cIrcuit which is shown will provide a negative unipolar
oUtpUt with binary coding on the inpUt, and bipolar offset ground-
ed. It will provide a bipolar output with complementary offset
binary coding on the input, and bipolar offset connected to 10'

An approximation of the total settling time for the D/A op amp
combination is calculated by:

Ts = YTO2+ Ta2
where T D is D/A settling time and To is HOS-OSO settling time.

This approximation is valid because both the D/A and the HOS-

OSOexhibit 6dB/octave roll-off charateristics (single pole response);
and the combination of low D/A oUtpUt capacitance and op amp
inpUt capacitance does not materially affect the formula.

The user of the HOS-OSOshould remember the current flowing
in the feedback resistor (Rl) must be subtracted from the output
available from the HOS-OSO.

There is a tendency, because of this fact, to use a high value of
feedback resistor to assure maximum current drive being available
for driving low impedances; but this approach may create unde-
sirable side effects.

Calculating the minimum load that can be driven under two
conditions of feedback resistor values will serve to illustrate the
difference.

Assume the feedback resistor value is soon. If output voltage of
the HOS-OSOis 10 volts, and output current is lOOmA, minimum
load would be:

Eo max IOV IOV

10 nux - IRFB = lOOmA- 20mA = 80mA = 12511minimum load
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where: Eo max = peak voltage needed
10 max = maximum continuous current HOS-OSO can
produce
IRFB = current in feedback resistor at peak voltage

Assume the feedback resistor value is s,ooon. Minimum load
would be:

Eo max
10max - IRFB

IOV IOV

lOOmA - 2mA = 98mA = 1O2n minimum load

Designs which strive for driving a minimum load (by increasing
the feedback resistor) can create settling problems because of a
fundamental characteristic of op amp circuits. . . the higher the
feedback resistance, the slower the system response.

This phenomenon is the result of increased impedance for driving
stray capacitances in the circuit employing the op amp, and
fixed capacitances in the summing node.

Impedances need to be kept as low as possible consistent with
low distortion; and stray capacitances need to be eliminated to
the maximum possible extent. A large ground plane structure is
recommended to help assure low ground impedances. In addition,
0.1f-LFceramic capacitorsand 3-IOf-LFtantalum capacitors con-
nected as close as possible to power supply inputs will decrease
the potential for parasitic oscillations and other noise signals.

Another argument for limiting the size of the feedback resistor
is because of its effect on bandwidth. Bandwidth of the HOS-OSO

op amp and the value of the feedback resistor are inversely
related.

At any given gain of the op amp, the gain setting with the widest
bandwidth will be the one which employs the lower value of
feedback. As an example, a gain of I can be achieved with RFF
= RFB = soon; or RFF = RFB = 1,ooon. Small-signal bandwidth
for the first combination is typically 4SMHz; bandwidth for the
second is typically 3SMHz.

OFFSET AND GAIN ADJUSTMENT
Figure 4 shows a method of using the HOS-OSOop amp which
allows adjusting the offset and gain of the oUtput voltage.

v"

OFFSET
AOJU51

20k .v"

R"",..

01,,'

1~
Coo

KEEP "ADS

~
.. GAIN

TOSUMMING- ADJUST
NODESHORT'- R
AS POSS'B" ~~

Roo

R"
v,.

voo'

GA'N = -I ~ I

Figure 4. HOS-O50 Offset and Gain Adjust

As shown, the gain of the circuit is established by the equation:

G = - (RFB)RFF

where RFB is the total of RGAINand Gain Adjust.

Once the user has established the desired gain for the illustrated
circuit, the value of RFB can be used to determine the correct
value of RoFFSET with the equation:

(Vcc x RfB )
RoFFSET = - .:lEa'

where .:lEa is the desired amount of offset on the oUtput.
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[
Assume:!:Ycc = :!: ISY; ~AIN = 9OO!l;Gain Adjust =
(he desired change on the output = :!: I volt.

tinder (hese conditions, ROFFSETwill be ISk!l:

R . . - - (ISY x [900 + 100])
OI.FSEf - IY

IISkY )ROFFSET = - \---rv-

IOO!l;

ROFFSET = IS,ooon

Figure 4 shows bipolar output operation. If unipolar output is
desired, the appropriate Ycc should be removed from the Offset
Adjus( potentiometer.

The 0.1 f.lF capacitor attached to the wiper arm of the Offset
Adjust control isolates the control and helps prevent adjustment
noise from appearing on the output of the HOS-OSO.

CFScan be any value between 0 and 20pF, depending on the
value of RGAIN;and should be selected to optimize settling time
for the particular circuit layout in which the HOS-OSOis being
used.

The Gain Adjust control should be a low value, low inductance
cermet trimming potentiometer.

Note: RFF, RGAIN,CFB and ROFFSETmust be located as close to
the summing node of the HOS-USOas physically possible. This
heIps prevent additional capacitance in the summing node and
corresponding bad effects on frequency response and settling
times.

Variable controls (such as Offset Adjust and Gain Adjust) should
never be tied to the summing node of the op amp. Their correct
eIectricallocations are those shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 5. Settling Time - Inverting Mode

SETTLING TIME MEASUREMENT

Although there are some exceptions, most members of industry
are in agreement on the description which says settling time is:

The interval of time from the application of an ideal step
function input until the closed-loop amplifier output has
entered and remains within a specified error band.

The well-informed user needs to be alert to the consequences of
settling time specs which do not meet that description.

This definition encompasses the major components which comprise

settling time. They include (1) propogation delay through the
amplifier; (2) slewing time to approach the final output value;
(3) the time of recovery from the overload associated with slewing;
and (4) linear settling to withIn the specified error band.

Expressed in these terms, the measurement of settling time is
obviously a challenge and needs to be done accurately to assure
the user that the amplifier is worth consideration for his
application.

Figure 6 is the test circuit for measuring settling time to 0.1%.
This method creates a "false" summing junction and the error
band is observed at that point.

--

I

R,.

'..

SUMMING NOD' 'R.OR .

OUTPUTERROR [.;': ...1 - IS.

Figure 6. Settling Time Test Circuit for O.1% Settling

If one were to attempt the measurement at the "true" summing
junction of the op amp, the results would be misleading. All
scope probes will add capacitance to the input and will change
the response of the system. Making the measurement at the
output of the amplifier is also impractical, since scope nonlinearities
and reading inaccuracies caused by overdriving the scope preclude
accurate measurements to the tolerances which are required.

The false summing junction method causes the amplifier to
subtract the output from the input; only one-half the actual
error appears at the false junction, and it can be measured to
the required accuracies.

The false junction is clamped with diodes to limit the voltage
excursion appearing at that point. This is necessary because the
amplifier will be overdriven and one-half its input voltage will
appear at the junction. Without the clamps, the scope used for
making the measurement would be overdriven and its recovery
time would mask the settling time of the amplifier.

The test circuit for measuring settling time to 0.01%, Figure 7,
is simply an extension of the same basic technique. Measuring
to the closer tolerance requires additional gain in the circuit
driving the oscilloscope.

+'S.

'000"

TOSm.
S'NSI"VTTY

0' ." SCOPE

.."'1 -'S.-'S.

Figure 7. Settling Time Test Circuit for 0.01% Settling

IMPEDANCE MATCHING

The characteristics of the HOS-OSOoperational amplifier make
it an ideal choice for matching the impedances of video circuits
to the impedances of transmission lines.

In this application, source and load terminating resistors will
cause the output voltage to be halved at the end of the cable

-- - - - - OPERATIONALAMPLIFIERS 2-249
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being driven by the op amp. This makes it necessary to set the
gain of the circuit to provide tWice the desired voltage.

Three different values of resistors and cables are "phantomed"
into the figure as examples of possible characteristic impedances
which might be used. Figure 8 is nor meant to imply the HOS-050
can drive three cables simultaneously.
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Figure 8. HOS-050 Impedance Matching

NONINVERTING OPERATION
The vast majority of video operational amplifiers display marked
differences in settling times and bandwidths when operated in a
noninverting mode instead of the inverting mode. There are a
number of valid reasons for this characteristic.

Most high-speed op amps use feed-forward compensation for
optimizing performance in the inverting mode. This is necessary
to obtain wide gaiQ-bandwidth products while maintaining dc
performance in these types of devices. In effect, the op amp has
a wideband ac channel which is not perfectly matched to the dc
channel.

Feed-forward techniques enhance the performance of the op
amp in the inverting mode by incresing the slew rate and small-
signal bandwidth. These techniques, however, also decrease the
amplifier's tolerance to stray capacitances, so must be employed
judiciously.

The overall input capacitance of the op amp is kept as low as
possible in the design; and any mismatch in the capacitance of
the two channels appears as an error in the output. Because of
the inherently low total input capacitance of the op amp, even a
small capacitive mismatch between channels shows up as a large
effective error signal.

Decreasing the channel mismatch can be achieved only by com-
plicating the design of the op amp with additional components,
and rigorous selection of those components in the manufacturing
process.

As a consequence, the mismatch is reduced to the smallest practical
value consistent with the economics of producing and using the
op amp. But it remains a mismatch, and manifests itself as a
difference in performance in the inverting versus noninverting
modes.

There are video op amps available at low cost which use a 74I-type
amplifier for high dc open loop gain in the noninverting channel.
The user of these kinds of designs may sometimes gain an economic
advantage, but at a high cost in performance. Bandwidths for
noninverting applications are often measured in kHz, not MHz,
for this approach.

A video op amp is acting as a voltage mode device at both inputs
when operating in the noninverting mode. This contrasts with
the inverting mode, where it is operating as a current mode
device.
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The Analog Devices HOS-050 has different performance charac-
teristics when operating as a noninverting amplifier, but the
care used in the design makes the differences less pronounced
than they are in many competing units.

The HOS-050 can be considered a true differential video op
amp. It requires little or no external compensation because its
rolloff characteristics approach a 6dB/octave slope. This helps
the user determine summing errors and loop response; and
helps assure the stability of the system.

The performance parameters for both inverting and noninverting
operation are shown elsewhere in this data sheet (see SPECIFI-
CATIONS section and figures). A comparison of the characteristics
will highlight the similarities in performance, with the exceptions
noted above.

(RFF = RFB = soon; A = -1)

---~ 2V pop; Rl = 1SOU..--.. 4V pop; Rl = 150U

2V pop; Rl = 1k
4V pop; Rl = 1k

2 4

OUTPUT FREQUENCY- MHz

8

Figure 9. Harmonic Distortion - Inverting

(RFF= RFB =1k; A = 2)
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........
:J
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~
0....
~ -55
II)
'CO

..

-60

0.5 1 2 4

OUTPUT FREQUENCY - MHz

8

Figure 10. Harmonic Distortion - Noninverting

IN SUMMARY. . . A CAVEAT

Settling time specifications, bandwidth capabilities, harmonic
distortion performance, and other parameters for video op amps
cannot possibly include all possible situations and applications.

A multitude of seemingly insignificant conditions can have a
major impact on the unit and its ability to operate in any given
circuit.

The potential user is strongly urged to evaluate the effectiveness
of the HOS-O50 in the actual circuit in which it will be used.

In many instances, the application conditions are different from
the conditions used in specifying; there is no substitute for a
trial in the proposed circuit to determine if t;le op amp will
provide the desired results.
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THREE. OR
FOUR.CHARACTER
ALPHABETIC
PREFIX

MILITARY OPTIONS
1883: SCREENEDTO
MIL.STD 883, PER
METHOD 5008
B: SCREENED
TO Mll-STD 883
CLASS B

THREE- OR FOUR.
NUMERAL FUNCTIONAL
GROUPING. FOR
CONVERTERS
YY MAY DENOTE
RESOLUTION, ZZ SPEED

ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONAL
DESIGNATION OR OPTION
e.g., E, C, A, ETC.

PACKAGE OPTION
M OR H
HERMETICALLY
SEALED
METAL-CASE DIP

EXAMPLES:

HYBRID~
H

J
A S- 12

L02 ~ HERMETIC

AID METAL CASE

CONVERTER 2.21'-s
12-BIT

HYBRID ;1J
H

WD S- 10 15 E, HDS-1015EL HERMETIC

DIA METAL
CONVERTER CASE

10-BITS HDS-1015EMB

15ns TO 0.1% L 100% SCREENED
(VOLTAGE) TO Mll-STD 883
ECL CLASSB

Figure 2. Computer Labs Video Hybrid Product Designations

SECOND SOURCE

In addition to our many proprietary products, we also manufacture devices that are fit-, form-, and function-compatible
(and often superior in performance and reliability) to popular products that originated elsewhere. For such products, we
usually add the prefix "AD" to the familiar model number (example: ADDAC85C-CBI-V).

ORDERING FROM ANALOG DEVICES
When placing an order, please provide specific information regarding model type, number, option designations, quantity,
ship-to and bill-to address. Prices quoted are list; they do not include applicable taxes, customs, or shipping charges. All
shipments are F.O.B. factory. Please specify if air shipment is required.

Place your orders with our local sales office or representative, or directly with our customer service group located in the
Norwood facility. Orders and requests for quotations may be telephoned, sent via TWX or TELEX, or mailed. Orders
will be acknowledged when received; billing and delivery information is included.

Payments for new accounts, where open-account credit has not yet been established, will be c.O.D. or prepaid. On all
orders under fifty dollars ($50.00), a five-dollar ($5.00) processing charge is required.

When prepaid, orders should include $2.50 additional for packaging and postage (and a 5% sales tax on the price of the
goods if you are ordering for delivery to a destination in Massachusetts).

WARRANTY AND REPAIR CHARGE POLICIES
All Analog Devices, Inc., products are warranted against defects in workmanship and materials under normal use and
service for one year from the date of their shipment by Analog Devices, Inc., except that components obtained from others
are warranted only to the extent of the original manufacturers' warranties, if any, except for component test systems, which
have a 180-day warranty, and fLMAC and MACSYM systems, which have a 90-day warranty. This warranty does not
extend to any products which have been subjected to misuse, neglect, accident, or improper installation or application, or
which have been repaired or altered by others. Analog Devices' sole liability and the Purchaser's sole ~emedy under this
warranty is limited to repairing or replacing defective products. (The repair or replacement of defective products does not
extend the warranty period. This warranty does not apply to components which are normally consumed in operation or
which have a normal life inherently shorter than one year.) Analog Devices, Inc., shall not be liable for consequential
damages under any circumstances.

III

THE FOREGOING WARRANTY AND REMEDY ARE IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER REMEDIES AND ALL OTHER'
WARRANTIES, WRITTEN OR ORAL, STATUTORY, EXPRESS, OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING ANY WARRANTY
OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
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